Abstract. In this paper, we consider the following problem: Does there exist a cubic surface over Q which contains no line over Q, yet contains a line over every completion of Q? This question may be interpreted as asking whether the Hilbert scheme of lines on a cubic surface can fail the Hasse principle. We also consider analogous problems, over arbitrary number fields, for other del Pezzo surfaces and complete intersections of two quadrics.
Introduction
One says that a class of varieties over a number field k satisfies the Hasse principle if for each variety in the class, the existence of a rational point over every completion of k implies the existence of a rational point over k. This principle takes its name from the classical Hasse-Minkowski theorem, which states that the Hasse principle holds for the class of quadric hypersurfaces. Already for cubic curves and cubic surfaces however, the Hasse principle can fail. There has been much work on constructing and controlling such failures, and moreover there are many positive results proving that the Hasse principle holds for special classes of varieties. For an overview of various results and methods, see [Sko01] .
In this paper we study Hasse-type principles for linear subspaces on varieties. Namely, given a class of varieties embedded into a fixed projective space P n over k and some r ∈ N, whether the existence of a linear subspace of dimension r over every completion of k guarantees the existence of a linear subspace of dimension r over k. Note that this is in fact a special case of the usual Hasse principle. Indeed, there is a Hilbert scheme parametrising the linear subspaces of fixed dimension, and we are asking whether these schemes satisfy the Hasse principle.
For complete intersections of hypersurfaces of odd degree in P n over k, Birch [Bir57] used the circle method to show that there always exists a linear subspace 2010 Mathematics Subject Classification. 11G35 (primary), 11R32, 14J26, 14-04 (secondary).
over k of given dimension m, whenever n is sufficiently large in terms of m and the degrees of the equations (see [Die10] and [Bra14] for recent improvements). There does not appear however to have been any work into such problems for varieties of small dimension. As already noted the Hasse principle can fail for cubic surfaces, but can the Hasse principle for lines fail for cubic surfaces?
Any smooth cubic surface over an algebraically closed field contains 27 lines. Hence here the Hilbert scheme of lines is a 0-dimensional scheme of degree 27. It is well-known that 0-dimensional schemes can fail the Hasse principle. Counterexamples occur as the zero sets of monic integral polynomials with a root modulo every integer, but no integer root (note that such polynomials automatically have a real root; see Lemma 2.2). Such polynomials are sometimes called "intersective", see for example [BB96] , [Son08] and [Son09] . An explicit example here being (x 2 − 2)(x 2 − 17)(x 2 − 34) = 0.
Our first result states that such schemes can indeed occur as the Hilbert scheme of lines on a cubic surface. Theorem 1.1. Let k be a number field. Then there exist smooth cubic surfaces over k which fail the Hasse principle for lines.
Our proof is constructive. For example, an explicit counter-example S ⊂ P 3 over Q is given by
−5x
2 w − 5xy 2 − 2xyw + 5xz 2 − 9xzw − 5xw 2 + 9y 3 − 11y 2 z + 29y 2 w + 43yz 2 − 52yzw − 4yw 2 − 13z 3 + 14z 2 w − 96zw 2 + 45w 3 = 0.
(1.1)
The reader may easily verify this assertion herself with some help from a computer. There is a univariate polynomial f ∈ Q[t] of degree 27, the roots of which rationally parametrize the set of the 27 lines on the surface overQ (namely f (t) = 0 is isomorphic to the Hilbert scheme of lines on S). The polynomial f may be determined explicitly, using Gröbner bases. It turns out that f factorises into 4 irreducible polynomials f = f 1 f 2 f 3 f 4 of degrees 2, 5, 10, and 10, respectively. In particular, there is no Q-rational line on S.
The number fields defined by f 1 and f 2 are isomorphic to Q( √ 5) and Q( 5 √ 101), respectively. Hence f 1 has a root over Q p if p ≡ 1, 4 mod 5 or p = ∞, and f 2 has a root over Q p if p ≡ 2, 3, 4 mod 5 or p = 5. Thus S contains a line over every completion of Q, i.e. it is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines. We will explain in the main body of this article how we found this surface, and give a general method for constructing similar counter-examples. To the authors' knowledge, this is the first known counter-example to the Hasse principle for the Hilbert scheme of linear subspaces of positive dimension on a hypersurface.
As an amusing corollary to Theorem 1.1, we note that a cubic surface contains a line over k if and only if it contains a conic over k. We therefore obtain the following.
Corollary 1.2. Let k be a number field. Then there exist smooth cubic surfaces over k which fail the Hasse principle for conics.
Again to the authors' knowledge, this is the first result of its kind in the literature. We are also able to prove results about the distribution of counterexamples. To state this, note the coefficients of a cubic surface determine a point in P
19 . We therefore define the height of a cubic surface over k to be the usual naive height of the corresponding point in P
19 (see e.g. [Ser97a, §2] ).
Theorem 1.3. Let k be a number field.
(a) The collection of smooth cubic surfaces over k which fail the Hasse principle for lines is Zariski dense in P 19 . (b) Nevertheless, when ordered by the height of their coefficients, 100% of smooth cubic surfaces satisfy the Hasse principle for lines.
We prove Zariski density by showing that the set of the reductions of the counter-examples modulo suitable primes ideals of k is rather large. The second part of this theorem follows from the fact that 100% of cubic surfaces have an irreducible Hilbert scheme of lines, together with the fact that given any irreducible polynomial f over k, there exists some place v of k for which f has no root in k v (this being a consequence of the Chebotarev density theorem).
Cubic surfaces belong to a natural class of surfaces, namely they are the del Pezzo surfaces of degree 3. Our next result solves the analogous problem for del Pezzo surfaces in general, where one has a natural notion of a line (see §2.2.2 for our definition). Our results are actually stronger than stated here. Namely, we classify all possible cases where counter-examples can occur in terms of Galois actions on lines, and show that, at least when d ≥ 3, counter-examples of these types actually exist. We also prove an analogue of Theorem 1.3, by showing that the collection of counter-examples is a Zariski dense, yet thin, subset of a suitable Hilbert scheme (see Theorem 4.2). This is one of the main results in this paper, and it says that whilst there are many counter-examples, they are still in some sense quite rare. See §3 and §4 for our complete results on del Pezzo surfaces.
We now explain the ideas behind the proof of Theorem 1.4. The cases of degree 9 and 8 are handled using some classical geometric methods. For the other cases, we use the Chebotarev density theorem to give an explicit criterion on the Galois group of the splitting field of the surface, in terms of its action on the graph of lines of the surface, for the surface to be a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines. This reduces the problem to a purely group theoretic one about classifying certain group actions on certain graphs, which we perform using a computer. In the case of degree 7, 6 or 4, one finds that this criterion is never satisfied, hence the Hasse principle for lines always holds.
For the cases of degrees 5, 3, 2 and 1, we find explicit groups which satisfy our criterion. A priori however, there is no guarantee that there exist surfaces with these Galois actions over k (this is the "inverse Galois problem" for del Pezzo surfaces). In degrees 5 and 3, there are very few cases, and moreover the surfaces which arise this way are rational. Thus we construct surfaces with these Galois actions by performing explicit blow-ups and blow-downs of configurations of closed points in P 2 . These geometrical constructions yield surfaces which have a line over all but finitely many completions of k, yet no line over k. To obtain counter-examples to the Hasse principle for lines, we need quite strict control over the decomposition groups of the splitting fields of the blown-up points. When the Galois group is solvable, this is achieved using results of Sonn [Son08] . The only non-solvable group which occurs for us is S 5 , and here we use work of Kedlaya on the construction of quintic fields with squarefree discriminants [Ked12] . For del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 and 1 many more cases arise. We therefore illustrate the range of behaviour which occurs by constructing both rational and minimal counter-examples (i.e. surfaces for which no Galois orbit of lines can be contracted). These latter surfaces arise as conic bundles.
Note that Theorem 1.4 implies that del Pezzo surfaces of degree four satisfy the Hasse principle for lines, something which is by no means obvious. The authors were able to find a non-computer-assisted proof of this result, and moreover generalise it to intersections of two quadrics of even dimension. Theorem 1.5. Let n ≥ 0 and let k be a number field. Let X be a smooth 2n-dimensional complete intersection of two quadrics over k. If X contains no n-plane over k, then it contains no n-plane over infinitely many completions of k. In particular, X satisfies the Hasse principle for n-planes.
The planes considered in Theorem 1.5 are in some respects the most interesting, since they are the linear subspaces of maximal dimension which can occur. There are various results already in the literature on the existence of linear subspaces on intersections of quadrics. For example, an application of the version of the circle method used in [Bra14] would prove the Hasse principle for m-planes when m has order of magnitude O( √ n) and k = Q. Much more is known when k is totally imaginary; namely, as explained in [DW03, (2.11)], one may combine [CTSSD87, Cor. 10.4], [Lee84, Cor. 2.4] and [Mar97, Thm. 1] to obtain the existence of an m-plane here for m of the size 2n/3 + O(1). In particular, Theorem 1.5 is out of reach from what these methods are currently able to achieve. It is proved by showing that the Hilbert scheme of n-planes on X is a torsor for a group scheme whose Tate-Shafarevich group is trivial.
Note that the analogue of Theorem 1.5 fails for smooth (2n + 1)-dimensional complete intersections of two quadrics over k (the linear subspaces of maximal dimension here being n-planes). Here the Hilbert scheme of n-planes is a torsor for the intermediate Jacobian of X. Taking n = 0, we obtain a curve of genus 1, and it is well-known that these can fail the Hasse principle (an explicit example here over Q can be found in the appendix of [Sko01, §8.1]). In private communication, Damiano Testa has informed the authors that he is also able to construct counter-examples of dimension 3 over Q. It would be interesting to know whether there are counter-examples over Q in every possible odd dimension.
Outline of the paper. In Section 2 we gather results on the Hasse principle for finite étale schemes and the structure of the Hilbert scheme of lines on del Pezzo surfaces. Theorem 1.4 is then proved in Section 3. Theorem 1.3, together with its generalisation Theorem 4.2, is proved in Section 4. Section 5 is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 1.5.
Andreas-Stephan Elsenhans, Christopher Frei, David Speyer, Anthony Várilly-Alvarado and Trevor Wooley. All computations were performed using Magma [BCP97].
1.1. Notation. Our notations are mostly standard. For a scheme X of finite type over a field k, we denote by π 0 (X) the scheme of connected components of X (see [Liu02, Def. 10.2.19] ). For a field extension k ⊂ K, we denote by
For a number field k, we denote its ring of integers by O k . For a place v of k, we shall denote by k v the completion of k with respect to v. For a non-zero prime ideal p of k, we denote by F p the corresponding residue field and by O k,p the localisation of O k at p.
Bold math letters (e.g. A n ) will be used to denote root systems, whereas groups will be denoted using non-bold math letters (e.g. A n is the alternating group on n letters).
0-dimensional schemes and del Pezzo surfaces
We begin with some results on the arithmetic of finite étale schemes. Our interest in these stems from the fact that they occur as the Hilbert schemes of lines on del Pezzo surfaces. We finish this section by gathering some results on the geometry of del Pezzo surfaces, together with results on their Hilbert schemes and graphs of lines.
2.1. Finite étale schemes. Let X be a finite étale scheme over a perfect field k (i.e. X is a finite reduced 0-dimensional scheme over k). We define the degree of X to be
where the sum is over all points x of X, and k(x) denotes the residue field of x. We shall say that such a scheme X is split if
The smallest field K over which X becomes split is called the splitting field of X. This is a finite Galois extension of k.
2.1.1. A dictionary. There is a useful well-known dictionary for such schemes. Namely, let K/k be a finite Galois extension with Galois group Γ and let X be a finite étale scheme over k with splitting field K. Firstly, to X one may associate the Γ-set (i.e. a set with a left action of Γ) given by X(K) equipped with its natural Γ-action. Secondly, we may also associate to X the finite étale k-algebra
These constructions give rise to bijections between the following sets:
(1) The set of k-isomorphism classes of finite étale schemes over k with splitting field K. (2) The set of k-isomorphism classes of finite étale k-algebras with splitting field K. . We shall frequently use this dictionary to pass between these different objects in this paper. One trivial, though key, property is that X admits a k-point if and only if Γ acts with a fixed point on the associated Γ-set X(K).
2.1.2. The Hasse principle. We now gather some results on the Hasse principle for finite étale schemes, via the use of our dictionary. Throughout the remainder of this section k is a number field. We begin with a criterion for local solubility at a given place.
Lemma 2.1. Let X be a finite étale scheme over k. Let K/k denote the splitting field, with Galois group Γ, and let v be a place of k. Then X admits a k v -point if and only for any place w of K above v, the decomposition group of w acts with a fixed point on the associated Γ-set X(K).
Proof. The splitting field of X kv is K w , and the Galois group Gal(K w /k v ) may be identified with the decomposition group of w. As X admits a k v -point if and only if this group acts with a fixed point, the result is proved.
Using this, we give a criterion for solubility at almost all places.
Lemma 2.2. Let X be a finite étale scheme over k. Let K/k denote the splitting field, with Galois group Γ. Then X is locally soluble at all but finitely many places of k, but not soluble over k, if and only if on the associated Γ-set X(K), each conjugacy class of Γ acts with a fixed point, but the group Γ acts without a fixed point.
In which case, for each place v of k which is either archimedean or unramified in K, the scheme X admits a k v -point.
Proof. The Chebotarev density theorem [Neu99, Thm. 13.4] implies that every cyclic subgroup of Γ occurs as a decomposition group for infinitely many places of k. Hence if there is an element of Γ which acts without a fixed point, then by Lemma 2.1 there are infinitely many places v of k for which X has no k v -point. If however every conjugacy class of Γ acts with a fixed point, then a simple application of Lemma 2.1 shows that X admits a k v -point for every place v of k which is either archimedean or unramified in K/k. This completes the proof.
We now present some simple cases in which the Hasse principle holds.
Lemma 2.3. Let X be an irreducible finite étale scheme over k. Then X satisfies the Hasse principle.
Proof. Denote by Γ the Galois group of the splitting field for X, which acts transitively on the associated Γ-set. If Γ is trivial, then the result is clear. Otherwise, a theorem of Jordan (see [Ser03] ) says that there exists some γ ∈ Γ which acts without a fixed point. Hence, by Lemma 2.2 there exist infinitely many places v for which X has no k v -point, and the result follows.
Lemma 2.4. Let X be a finite étale scheme whose splitting field has a cyclic Galois group. Then X satisfies the Hasse principle.
Proof. If a generator of the Galois group Γ acts with a fixed point on the associated Γ-set, then so must Γ itself. Hence the result follows from Lemma 2.2.
Remark 2.5. For non-cyclic groups however, counter-examples to the Hasse principle always occur. Namely, let k be a number field and let Γ be a non-cyclic group which is realisable as a Galois group over k. Then it was shown in [Son08] and [Son09] that there exists some finite étale scheme over k whose splitting field has Galois group Γ and which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle.
In the solvable case, these results will suffice for our purposes. In the nonsolvable case however, Sonn's construction does not work for us since the schemes produced have very large degree in general. We therefore take a different approach, using work of Kedlaya [Ked12] .
We finish with a condition for the failure of the Hasse principle in terms of the associated étale algebra.
Lemma 2.6. Let K 1 , . . . , K r be number fields which contain, yet are strictly larger than, a fixed number field k. Let
considered as a scheme over k. Then X fails the Hasse principle if and only if for each prime ideal p of k, one of the fields K i admits an unramified prime ideal above p of inertia degree 1.
Proof. By construction X admits no k-point. The key relevant fact for the proof is that if F/E is an unramified extension of non-archimedean local fields of inertia degree 1, then F = E (see [Ser80, §III.5] ). This easily implies that X is soluble at each non-archimedean place of k if and only if for each prime ideal p of k, one of the fields K i admits an unramified prime ideal above p of inertia degree 1. It follows from Lemma 2.2 however that X is soluble at each non-archimedean place of k if and only if it is soluble at all places of k, and the result follows.
2.1.3. Existence of counter-examples. We finish by gathering some results on the existence of finite étale schemes which fail the Hasse principle. The first result says that in the solvable case, we may choose our field extensions such that the solubility conditions at the ramified primes in Lemma 2.2 are always satisfied.
Lemma 2.7. Let k be a number field and let Γ be a solvable group. Then there exists a Galois extension K/k with Galois group Γ with the following property:
Let X be a finite étale k-scheme with splitting field K, such that each conjugacy class of Γ acts with a fixed point on the associated Γ-set X(K), but Γ acts without a fixed point. Then X is a counter-example to the Hasse principle.
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, we just need to take care of the ramified primes. It is shown in the proof of [Son08, Thm. 2] that there exists a finite Galois extension K/k with Galois group Γ, all of whose decomposition groups are cyclic. The result then follows from Lemma 2.1.
We also construct explicit counter-examples when Γ = Z/2Z × Z/2Z. Lemma 2.8. Let k be a number field. Then there exist a, b ∈ k * such that the k-scheme
fails the Hasse principle.
Proof. Choose rational primes p and q such that p ≡ 1 (mod 8), q ≡ 1 (mod p) and
This is possible since there are infinitely many such primes by Dirichlet's theorem, and since k contains only finitely many subfields by Galois theory. A simple computation shows that the scheme
over Q is a counter-example to the Hasse principle, and that it also remains a counter-example to the Hasse principle upon base-change to k. Definition 2.9. Let k be a field. A del Pezzo surface over k is a smooth projective surface S over k with ample anticanonical divisor
The degree d of any del Pezzo surface S satisfies 1 ≤ d ≤ 9. If k is algebraically closed, any del Pezzo surface is isomorphic to either
Here by general position, we mean that no three lie on a line, no six lie on a conic, and no eight lie on a cubic which is singular at one of the points. In which case, the exceptional curves on S consist of the exceptional curves of the blow-ups of the points, together with the strict transforms of the following curves (see [Man86, Thm. 26 .2]).
(1) Lines through two of the points.
(2) Conics through five of the points. (3) Cubic curves through seven of the points, with a double point at exactly one of them. (4) Quartic curves through eight of the points, with a double point at exactly three of them. (5) Quintic curves through eight of the points, with a double point at exactly six of them. (6) Sextic curves through eight of the points, with a triple point at exactly one of them and double points at the rest. For general k, one may construct del Pezzo surfaces by blowing-up collections of closed points of P 2 in general position. Here we say that a collection of closed points is in general position if the corresponding points overk are in general position. Note that, in general, not every del Pezzo surface arises in this way, since for example surfaces constructed in this manner will always be non-minimal.
The lines.
Much of the arithmetic and geometry of del Pezzo surfaces is governed by the lines on the surface. We now let k be a perfect field.
Definition 2.10. Let S be a del Pezzo surface of degree d over k and let L be a curve on S defined over k. Then we call L a line if:
(
When d ≤ 7 such curves are exactly the (−1)-curves on S. In the other cases we have chosen a definition which reflects the geometry over the algebraic closure. Indeed, a curve L in P 2 with L · (−K P 2 ) = 3 is exactly a line in the usual sense (since −K P 2 = 3L), and moreover a curve L in P 1 × P 1 with L · (−K P 1 ×P 1 ) = 2 is also exactly a line in the usual sense, once one embeds P 1 × P 1 into P 3 as a quadric surface via the Segre embedding. Note that del Pezzo surfaces of degree 1 contain curves C such that C · (−K S ) = 1 but such that C is not a line; any curve in the anticanonical linear system is such a curve.
For a del Pezzo surface S, we shall denote by L(S) the Hilbert scheme of lines on S. This is the scheme which parametrises the lines inside S, whose existence is a special case of a general result of Grothendieck [FGA, Exposé 221, Thm. 3.1].
Proposition 2.11. Let S be a del Pezzo surface of degree d over k. Then L(S) is a reduced projective scheme over k, which satisfies the following:
( Proof. The fact that L(S) is reduced is well-known, see for instance [Sch85, Prop. 3.5]. As the formation of the Hilbert scheme L(S) respects base-change, we may assume that k is algebraically closed. In which case, (1) follows from the classical duality of lines in the projective plane, and (2) follows from the fact that P 1 × P 1 admits exactly two distinct rulings by lines. For (3), the calculation of the degree of L(S) follows from the calculation of the number of lines on del Pezzo surfaces over algebraically closed fields [Man86, Cor. 25.5.4].
We shall say that a del Pezzo surface
is split (as a finite étale scheme). There is a unique smallest Galois extension over which S becomes split, called the splitting field of S.
We shall say that a class of del Pezzo surfaces over a number field k satisfies the Hasse principle for lines, if for each surface S in the class, the Hilbert scheme L(S) satisfies the Hasse principle.
2.2.3. Graphs of lines. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ 7 and let S be a del Pezzo surface of degree d over an algebraically closed field k. Denote by G(S) the graph of lines of S (see [Man86, §26.9] ). This has one vertex for each line on S, and given two distinct lines L 1 and L 2 on S, there is an edge of multiplicity L 1 · L 2 between the corresponding vertices. Note that multiple edges occur if and only if d ≤ 2.
There exists a graph G d such that if S is a del Pezzo surface of degree d, then G(S) ∼ = G d . This graph may be defined via the root system E 9−d (see [Dol12, §8.2.2]). Namely, there is one vertex for each lattice point ℓ ∈ E 9−d which satisfies (ℓ, ℓ) = −1, and given two distinct such points ℓ 1 and ℓ 2 , there is an edge of multiplicity (ℓ 1 , ℓ 2 ) between the corresponding vertices.
We define the automorphism group Aut(G d ) of G d to be those automorphisms of the vertex set of G d which preserve edge multiplicities between vertices (in particular we are not interested in "automorphisms" of G d which fix every vertex, yet permute multiple edges between adjacent vertices). The automorphism group of
We have the following explicit descriptions.
• G 7 : Path graph on 3 vertices.
Let now S be a del Pezzo surface of degree d over a perfect field k with splitting field K and Γ = Gal(K/k). Here we define G(S) = G(Sk). The action of Γ on the lines of Sk induces an action of Γ on G(S). The vertices therefore form a Γ-set, whose associated finite étale scheme is exactly the Hilbert scheme L(S) of lines of S. Choosing a graph isomorphism G(S) ∼ = G d , we obtain an action of Γ on G d , which identifies Γ with a subgroup of Aut(G d ) = W (E 9−d ). Different choices of the graph isomorphism give rise to conjugate subgroups, so we often view this as an action of Γ on G d , well-defined up to conjugacy. If O 1 , . . . , O r denote the orbits of the action of Γ on the vertices of G(S), we call the unordered list [#O 1 , . . . , #O r ] the orbit type of S.
The Hasse principle for lines on del Pezzo surfaces
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.4.
3.1. Proof strategy. The cases d = 8 and d = 9 shall be handled separately, using basic geometric and arithmetic facts, together with Proposition 2.11. For d ≤ 7, the following proposition is the key of our strategy.
Proposition 3.1. Let S be a del Pezzo surface of degree d ≤ 7 over a number field k. Let K/k be the splitting field of S with Galois group Γ. Then S contains a line over almost all completions of k, but no line over k, if and only if each conjugacy class of Γ acts with a fixed point on the graph G d , but Γ acts without a fixed point on G d .
In which case, for every place v of k which is either archimedean or unramified in K, the surface S admits a line over k v .
Proof. This follows immediately from Lemma 2.2.
Using the criterion given by Proposition 3.1, the first step is purely computational. Namely for each d ≤ 7, we enumerate all conjugacy classes of subgroups of Aut(G d ) = W (E 9−d ). We store those subgroups Γ which have no fixed point when acting on G d , yet are such that each conjugacy class of Γ admits a fixed point. This gives a list for the Galois groups of the splitting fields of del Pezzo surfaces which could fail the Hasse principle for lines, together with the associated Galois actions on the lines of the surface. Note that by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, such subgroups must be non-transitive and non-cyclic. This classification can be done easily by hand for d = 7 and 6, but such computations become increasingly more difficult, so for d ≤ 5 we use a computer.
Fix now some d ≤ 7 and suppose that we have found such a subgroup Γ acting on G d . For each field extension K/k with Galois group Γ, we may associate via our dictionary a finite étale k-scheme X. Note that by construction, this scheme will be soluble at all those places of k which are either archimedean or unramified in K. The first step is to find such a field K for which the associated scheme X fails the Hasse principle, by taking care of the conditions at the ramified places. We do this using the results obtained in §2.1.2 and §2.1.3. In the most difficult case of S 5 , we also require work of Kedlaya [Ked12] . The next step is the "inverse Galois problem" for del Pezzo surfaces, namely to find a del Pezzo surface S whose Hilbert scheme of lines is isomorphic to the scheme X found above. We are fortunate since when d ≥ 3, the cases which arise correspond to rational surfaces. We therefore construct them by blow-ups of P 2 followed by certain blow-downs. Only when d = 2 or 1 do non-rational examples occur, and here we construct counter-examples using conic bundles.
3.1.1. Implementing the strategy. In the interests of clarity, we now explain how to construct the graphs G d , together with the associated action of W (E 9−d ), and how one runs the computational part of the proof strategy in Magma. We do this now in the case of the graph G 2 , explaining briefly at the end what changes need to be made to construct the other graphs. The following commands R_E7 := RootDatum("E7"); Cox_E7 := CoxeterGroup(R_E7); W_E7 := StandardActionGroup(Cox_E7); construct the group W (E 7 ) viewed as a permutation group on 56 letters, corresponding to the 56 vertices of the graph G 2 . We now enumerate the conjugacy classes of subgroups of W (E 7 ) on using the command SubgroupClasses(W_E7); and find those subgroups Γ ⊆ W (E 7 ) which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1, using standard commands in Magma for computing with permutation groups.
We construct the edges of G 2 by constructing the "intersection matrix" of G 2 . This is defined in a similar manner to the usual adjacency matrix of the graph, except that we define the intersection of a vertex with itself to be (−1), rather than 0, as these correspond to (−1)-curves. We first consider the action of W (E 7 ) on unordered pairs of distinct elements of the set {1, . . . , 56}, via the command subs2 := Subsets(Set(GSet(W_E7)), 2); The action of W (E 7 ) on subs2 decomposes into 3 orbits, corresponding to pairs of vertices with edges between them of multiplicities 0, 1 and 2. The orbits have sizes 28, 756 and 756. The smallest orbit corresponds to those pairs of vertices which have an edge between them of multiplicity 2. To identify which orbit of size 756 corresponds to the adjacent vertices, one considers both possible options in constructing the intersection matrix of G 2 . One then notices that only one possibility leads to an intersection matrix with the required rank 8, the other giving a matrix of rank 29.
To construct the graphs G 3 and G 1 one applies a similar method, but using the root systems W (E 6 ) and W (E 8 ) respectively. The StandardActionGroup command in Magma does not give the required group actions for G d when d ≥ 4. However these groups, together with their required actions, are part of Magma's library of transitive groups. The commands W_E3 := TransitiveGroup(6,3); W_E4 := TransitiveGroup(10,13); W_E5 := TransitiveGroup(16,1328); construct the corresponding groups for G 6 , G 5 and G 4 respectively (the case G 7 in the proof being trivial). These programs can be found on the authors' webpages.
Remark 3.2. The part of the algorithm which dominates the run time is the step which involves enumerating the conjugacy classes of subgroups of W (E 9−d ). For d ≥ 2 this takes only a matter of seconds on a modern desktop computer, however the case d = 1 takes around 30 minutes.
We now proceed with the proof of Theorem 1.4, following this strategy.
3.2. Degree 9. Let S be a del Pezzo surface of degree 9. By Proposition 2.11, the scheme L(S) is also a del Pezzo surface of degree 9. Therefore, by a classical theorem of Châtelet (see e.g. [CM96, Cor. 2.6]), the scheme L(S) satisfies the Hasse principle, as required.
3.3. Degree 8. If Sk ∼ = P 1 × P 1 then Sk contains only a single line, hence S contains a line over k. Thus the Hasse principle for lines trivially holds.
Let now S be a twist of P 1 × P 1 . Fix a choice of isomorphism Pic Sk ∼ = Z 2 , to obtain an injective map Pic S → Z 2 . We say that a divisor D on S has type (a, b), if its class has image (a, b) under this map. The lines on S are exactly the effective divisors of type (1, 0) or (0, 1).
Lemma 3.3. Let S be a twist of P 1 × P 1 over a number field k. Suppose that S contains a line over all but finitely many completions of k. Then L(S) is reducible. In particular, there exist conics C 1 and C 2 over k, unique up to isomorphism and reordering, such that
Proof. By Proposition 2.11, the scheme π 0 (L(S)) (see §1.1) is a finite étale scheme of degree 2. By assumption, it has a point over all but finitely many completions of k. It follows easily from Lemma 2.2 that π 0 (L(S)) is split. Hence, by Proposition 2.11 there exist conics C 1 and C 2 such that
In particular, the surface S contains divisors of type (2, 0) and (0, 2). The morphisms associated to these divisors give maps S → C i , which when combined together give the required isomorphism S ∼ = C 1 × C 2 .
It is quite easy to construct counter-examples here. Namely, by the classification of conics over k (see e.g [O'Me73, Thm. 72.1]), there exist two conics C 1 and C 2 over k with C 1 (k) = ∅ and C 2 (k) = ∅, yet for each place v of k there is some i ∈ {1, 2} such that C i (k v ) = ∅. In which case, the surface
3.5. Degree 6. Here the graph G 6 is the cycle graph on 6 vertices, which we identify with a regular hexagon. The automorphism group is the dihedral group D 6 , acting in the usual way.
Let Γ ⊆ D 6 be a subgroup. If Γ is transitive or cyclic, then by Lemma 2.3 and Lemma 2.4, the Hasse principle holds. The group D 6 contains only two conjugacy classes of non-transitive non-cyclic subgroups, which are isomorphic to the Klein four group V 4 and the dihedral group D 3 respectively. Both these groups admit an element which acts as a non-trivial rotation, hence has no fixed point. By Proposition 3.1, the Hasse principle for lines therefore holds.
3.6. Degree 5.
3.6.1. Results of computer experiments. We now present the results obtained from our computer experiments, following our proof strategy. Here G 5 is the Petersen graph, with automorphism group W (E 4 ) ∼ = W (A 4 ) ∼ = S 5 of order 120. Our results are summarised in We now explain the notation in the table, with similar notation occurring for the other tables in our paper. The first column gives the number of conjugacy classes of subgroups of W (E 4 ). We only consider subgroups up to conjugacy, as conjugate actions give rise to isomorphic finite étale schemes. We then list the number of these which act transitively on G 5 , the number which are cyclic, the number which act with a fixed point, and the number which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1. Ultimately only the last column will be of interest, but we have included the other columns to give a more complete picture.
The two subgroups of W (E 4 ) which satisfy Proposition 3.1 are isomorphic to V 4 and A 4 , respectively. They have the following orbit types.
(1) V 4 with orbit type [2, 2, 2, 4].
(2) A 4 with orbit type [4, 6]. In the both cases, the orbits of length 4 consist of mutually non-adjancent vertices. This means that the corresponding del Pezzo surfaces (if they exist) contain 4 skew lines. Contracting these lines, we obtain a del Pezzo surface S ′ of degree 9. A theorem of Enriques and Swinnerton-Dyer (see e.g. [Sko01, Cor. 3.1.5]) states that any del Pezzo surface of degree 5 contains a rational point, in particular so does S ′ and hence S ′ ∼ = P 2 . Thus any such surface is obtained by blowing-up P 2 in a closed point of degree 4. We now explain how to realise these orbit types and how to construct counter-examples in each case.
3.6.2. V 4 . Let K/k be a V 4 -extension and let S be the blow-up of P 2 in a closed point of degree 4 in general position, with residue field K. Using the description of the lines on S given in §2.2.1, it is simple to see that S has the required orbit type [2, 2, 2, 4]. In particular there are three non-conjugate subgroups of V 4 of order 2 which act with a fixed point on G 5 . To see that S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to note the following:
• V 4 contains exactly three subgroups of order 2.
• Every element of V 4 lies inside such a subgroup. Therefore S contains a line over almost all completions of k. To take care of the ramified primes, we may choose K/k as in Lemma 2.7, which guarantees that S contains lines over all completions of k. Thus S is the required counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
As an example, one may blow-up the closed point which overk is the union of
where a, b are as in Lemma 2.8.
3.6.3. A 4 . Here the construction is similar to the previous case. One takes S to be the blow-up of P 2 in a closed point of degree 4, whose splitting field K has Galois group A 4 . The action of A 4 is transitive on the collection of lines passing through these 4 points overk, thus the orbit type is the required [4, 6]. In particular there are subgroups of A 4 of orders 2 and 3 which act with a fixed point on G 5 . To see that S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to note the following:
• A 4 contains only one conjugacy class of subgroups of orders 2 and 3.
• Every element of A 4 lies inside such a subgroup. Thus on choosing K as in Lemma 2.7, we obtain the required counter-example.
As an explicit example of K which works when k = Q, one may take the splitting field of the polynomial
This polynomial was taken from [KM01] . Let L be the field defined by f . It has discriminant 163 2 and its Galois closure K has Galois group A 4 . It follows from Lemma 2.6 that this gives the required counter-example, on noticing that we have a factorisation
There are 116 conjugacy classes of subgroups of W (E 5 ) which are not transitive, nor cyclic, nor admit a fixed point. Moreover, none of these satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1. Hence the Hasse principle for lines holds. We will give a non-computer-assisted proof of this result in §5.
3.8. Degree 3.
3.8.1. Results of computer experiments. Here G 3 is the (dual of the) Schläfli graph, with automorphism group W (E 6 ) of order 51840. Our results are summarised in Table 3 Our experiments show that exactly 3 out of the 350 conjugacy classes of W (E 6 ) satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1. Surprisingly, these all admit a very special orbit type. The three subgroups which arise are as follows. Here Z/5Z ⋊ Z/4Z denotes the unique non-trivial semi-direct product of Z/5Z with Z/4Z.
In each case, the orbit of length two consists of two non-adjacent vertices in the graph, and there is also an orbit of length five consisting of mutually nonadjacent vertices. Therefore any cubic surface of this type, if it exists, admits two skew lines defined over a quadratic field extension. Such surfaces are rational. Indeed, contracting the two skew conjugate lines we obtain a del Pezzo surface of degree 5, and any such surface is rational [Man86, Thm. 29.4]. 3.8.2. Constructing these surfaces. We now explain how to construct these surfaces. Choose two closed points P and Q in P 2 of degrees 2 and 5 respectively such that P ⊔ Q is in general position. Set S ′ = Bl P ⊔Q P 2 . This is a del Pezzo surface of degree 2, which contains exactly two lines. These are the strict transforms L and C of the line L through the two quadratic points and the conic C passing through the five quintic points overk. Contracting L, we obtain a cubic surface S. This contains no lines, since C is contracted as it intersects L. Note that if we chose instead to contract C, we would obtain an isomorphic surface, as L and C are exchanged by the Geiser involution on S ′ (see [Dol12, §8.7.2] for basic properties of this involution). One way to see this is by noting that the Geiser involution preserves the intersection product and fixes no line, combined with the fact that C is the unique line on S ′ with C · L = 2. Using the classification given in §2.2.1, the lines on S correspond to the following curves:
(1) The 2 singular cubic curves which pass through all 7 points and which have a double point at exactly one of the quadratic points. (2) The 5 exceptional curves above the quintic points. (3) The 10 conics passing through the two quadratic points and three of the five quintic points. (4) The 10 lines passing through one of the quadratic points and one of the quintic points. This description gives a simple geometric way to visualise the Galois action on the lines. Such surfaces always contain an orbit of length two and an orbit of length five, which each consist of skew lines, together with an orbit of length ten given by curves of the type (4). The union of this latter orbit with the orbit of length two is a Galois invariant double six on the surface (see [Har77, Rem. V.4.9.] for a definition of this configuration). The Galois action on the curves occurring in (3) is the same as the action of the Galois group of the splitting field K of Q on pairs of distinct K-points of Q. Of the five transitive conjugacy classes of subgroups Γ of S 5 , there are two orbits of length five exactly when Γ ∼ = Z/5Z or Γ ∼ = D 5 . Hence this constructs surfaces with orbit types [2, 5, 5, 5, 10] and [2, 5, 10, 10]. Moreover, it is not difficult to see that every such surface arises in this way.
We now specialise the residue fields of P and Q to obtain the cases which arose from our computer experiments. In what follows we keep the above notation.
3.8.3. D 5 . Assume now that the residue fields of P and Q belong to the same D 5 -extension K/k. The orbit type is [2, 5, 5, 5, 10] in this case. Thus there are subgroups of D 5 with orders 2 and 5 which act with a fixed point on G 3 . To see that S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to note the following:
• D 5 contains only one conjugacy class of subgroups of orders 2 and 5.
• Every element of D 5 lies inside such a subgroup. Therefore we see that S contains a line over almost all completions of k. To obtain the required counter-example over k, we choose K as in Lemma 2.7.
For an explicit example of such a K when k = Q, one may take the splitting field of the polynomial
Using Magma, one finds that the field L defined by f has discriminant 47 2 , and its splitting field K is a D 5 -extension of Q. It follows from Lemma 2.6 that this gives the required counter-example, on noticing that we have a factorisation
into prime ideals of L, where each prime ideal has inertia degree 1.
3.8.4. Z/5Z⋊Z/4Z. Here we let Γ = Z/5Z⋊Z/4Z. We assume that the splitting field K/k of Q is a Γ-extension of k, and that the residue field of P is the unique quadratic subfield of K. In which case the orbit type is [2, 5, 10, 10], hence there are subgroups of Γ of orders 4 and 10 which act with a fixed point on G 3 . To see that S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to note the following:
• Γ contains only one conjugacy class of subgroups of order 4 and 10.
• Every element of Γ lies inside such a subgroup. As before, we obtain a counter-example on choosing K as in Lemma 2.7.
Here one can write down a simple family of such fields when k = Q. Namely, let p be a prime which is congruent to 1 modulo 25 (infinitely such primes exist by Dirichlet's theorem). We then take K to be the splitting field of the polynomial
It is simple to check that this is a Γ-extension. Here the residue field of P is Q( √ 5). Therefore L(S) contains a subscheme isomorphic to
It suffices to show that this scheme fails the Hasse principle. It satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.2, hence we need only look at the ramified primes, namely 5 and p. As p ≡ 1 (mod 5), the field Q( √ 5) splits at p, thus S contains a line over Q 5 . Moreover, the polynomial f has a non-singular root modulo 25, hence by Hensel's lemma it admits a root over Q 5 . We therefore deduce that S fails the Hasse principle for lines, as required.
The explicit cubic surface (1.1) was of this type, with p = 101. We shall explain how we wrote down the equation in this case in §3.8.6. 3.8.5. S 5 . We now assume that the splitting field K/k of Q is an S 5 -extension of k, and that the residue field of P is the unique quadratic subfield of K. The orbit type here is [2, 5, 10, 10], hence there are subgroups of S 5 of orders 12, 12, 24 and 60 which act with a fixed point on G 3 . Using the explicit description of the lines on S given in §3.8.2, one checks that the two subgroups of order 12 are non-conjugate in S 5 . To see that S satisfies the conditions of Proposition 3.1, it suffices to note the following:
• Up to conjugacy, S 5 contains exactly two subgroups of order 12, one of order 24 and one of order 60.
• Every element of S 5 lies inside such a subgroup. Therefore S contains a line over almost all completions of k. To handle the ramified primes we will have to choose K very carefully. Note that Lemma 2.7 does not apply as S 5 is non-solvable.
We begin by noticing that the only solvable subgroups of S 5 which do not act with a fixed point on G 3 are all isomorphic to Z/5Z⋊Z/4Z (in fact every subgroup of S 5 of order 20 has this form). We need only consider solvable subgroups, since decomposition groups are always solvable [Ser80, Cor. IV.2.5]. We shall therefore choose K so that such groups do not occur as decomposition groups.
Lemma 3.5. Let k be a number field. Then there exists an S 5 -extension K/k, none of whose decomposition groups are isomorphic to Z/5Z ⋊ Z/4Z.
Proof. We shall prove the result by constructing suitably infinitely many such fields over Q using [Ked12] , then take a compositum with k.
Let F/Q be a quintic field with square-free discriminant, whose Galois closure K has Galois group S 5 . If N denotes the unique quadratic subfield of K, then the extension K/N is unramified (see [Ked12] ). It follows that if p is a ramified prime ideal of K/Q, then p has ramification index 2. Hence the decomposition group of p has a normal subgroup of order 2. However Z/5Z ⋊ Z/4Z contains no such subgroup, thus K satisfies the conditions of the lemma.
We now handle the case of a general number field k. Choose a quintic field F/Q as above such that the discriminant ∆ F/Q is coprime to ∆ k/Q . Such fields exist by [Ked12, Cor. 1.3]. Let L be the Galois closure of F and let N be the unique quadratic subfield of L. On embedding k and L in a common algebraic closure, we obtain the following commutative diagram of field extensions
In order to prove the lemma with K = Lk, we may apply a similar argument as above to reduce to showing that (1) k ⊂ Lk is an S 5 -extension. Therefore choosing K/k as in Lemma 3.5 and using Lemma 2.1, we see that the surface S also admits a line over the completion of k at every place which is ramified in K. Hence we obtain the required counter-example over k.
As an explicit choice over Q, take K to be the splitting field of the polynomial
This polynomial was taken from [KM01] . The discriminant of the field defined by f is equal to 101833, which is prime, and the Galois group of K is S 5 . As the discriminant is square-free, the proof of Lemma 3.5 shows that it satisfies the required properties (in fact the decomposition group of each ramified prime ideal of K is isomorphic to Z/2Z here).
3.8.6. An explicit counter-example. We now explain how we were able to write down the equation for the counter-example (1.1) given in the introduction. To do this, we shall use the constructions given in §3.8.2 and §3.8.4.
Recall that we choose a point in P 2 defined over Q( 5 √ 101) and a point defined over Q( √ 5) such that the associated orbits form seven points in general position, then blow them up to obtain an auxiliary del Pezzo surface S ′ of degree 2. The surface S ′ contains two exceptional curves that are Q-rational, and blowing-down one of them we find a cubic surface S with the desired properties.
To do this algorithmically, we determine three linearly independent cubic forms c 0 , c 1 , c 2 on P 2 that vanish at the seven points. These forms define the anticanonical map from S ′ to P 2 . We choose c 0 to be the product of the linear form vanishing on the size-two orbit and the quadratic form vanishing on the size-five orbit. We also determine a sextic form s which admits a double point at each of the seven blow-up points, and is not a linear combination of products of the cubic forms found. We then calculate the unique relation of the type
between these forms. Here f 2 denotes a ternary quadratic form, while f 4 denotes a ternary quartic form.
Up to now, these computations are pure linear algebra. They lead to a del Pezzo surface of degree 2 with the explicit equation
By our choice of c 0 , the pull-back of the line x 0 = 0, via the natural map S ′ → P 2 , decomposes into a union of two lines on S ′ . Thus a linear transformation yields an equation of the form
is a ternary quadratic form and f 3 is a ternary cubic form. It is now classically known how to explicitly contract one the exceptional curves lying over the line x 0 = 0. As was shown by C. F. Geiser [Gei69, §III] already in 1869, the result is the cubic surface S given by the equation
This is the equation of the required counter-example. To obtain small coefficients as in ( Here a much wider range of behaviour occurs than in higher degrees. We therefore construct counter-examples in some special cases to illustrate this range, including some surfaces which are minimal.
Remark 3.7. Of the 60 conjugacy classes of subgroups which arise, exactly 2 are non-solvable, being isomorphic to A 5 and A 5 × Z/2Z respectively. Moreover surfaces with these Galois actions are rational, being blow-ups of P 1 × P 1 in a closed point of degree six. It seems likely that the method used for cubic surfaces ( §3.8.2 and Lemma 3.5) can be adapted to construct counter-examples in such cases. Also, of these 60 conjugacy classes of subgroups, exactly 30 correspond to minimal surfaces. We shall not pursue all these additional cases in this paper.
3.9.2. Some rational counter-examples.
Lemma 3.8. Let P, Q be closed points of P 2 of degrees 3 and 4 respectively, such that P ⊔ Q lies in general position. Then Bl P ⊔Q P 2 contains no line.
Proof. It suffices to show that none of the curves in P 2 described in §2.2.1 is Galois invariant. As there is no orbit of length 2 or 5, no line nor conic is fixed by the Galois action. No cubic curve passing through the seven points which admits a double point at exactly one of them is Galois invariant, as there is no rational point being blown-up. This completes the proof.
Lemma 3.9. Let P, Q be closed points of P 2 of degrees 3 and 4 respectively, such that P ⊔ Q lies in general position. Assume that the splitting field K of Q is a V 4 -or A 4 -extension of k which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.7. Then Bl P ⊔Q P 2 is a del Pezzo surface of degree 2 which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
Proof. It follows from Lemma 3.8 that S = Bl P ⊔Q P 2 contains no line. However S is the blow-up in a closed point of degree 3 of a del Pezzo surface of degree 5 which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines (see §3.6.2 and §3.6.3). In particular S itself is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
Remark 3.10. One can check that the construction given in Lemma 3.9 yields 11 out of the 60 subgroups of W (E 7 ) which satisfy Proposition 3.1. Generically we obtain surfaces with orbit type 3.9.3. A minimal counter-example. We now give a minimal surface which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines. We do this by constructing del Pezzo surfaces of degree 2 equipped with a conic bundle structure, using the methods of [BMS14, §5] . Consider a conic bundle surface of the shape
where f (t) = a(t − 13)(2 − t), g(t) = b(t + 14)(3 − t), h(t) = (t + 2)(t − 11), and a, b ∈ k * . By [BMS14, Prop. 5.2], the closure of this in P 1 × P 2 is a del Pezzo surface S of degree 2. The natural projection realises S as a conic bundle over P 1 , with exactly 6 singular fibres. If a, b and ab are not squares in k, then one checks that each of these singular fibres is non-split, and that exactly 2 fibres become split over each of one of the field extensions 3.10. Degree 1.
3.10.1. Results of computer experiments. Here the group Aut(G 1 ) = W (E 8 ) has order 696729600. Our results are summarised in The number of possible subgroups is so large that it is not feasible with current technology and methods to consider all cases. Therefore, as before, we simply construct counter-examples in some special cases. We remark that out of the 8742 conjugacy classes of subgroups of W (E 8 ) which satisfy the conditions of Proposition 3.1, exactly 7775 are solvable.
3.10.2. Some rational counter-examples.
Lemma 3.11. Let P, Q be closed points of P 2 of degree 4 such that P ⊔ Q lies in general position. Then Bl P ⊔Q P 2 contains no line.
Proof. The proof proceeds in a very similar manner to the proof of Lemma 3.8, using the classification of the lines given in §2.2.1. The details are omitted.
Lemma 3.12. Let P, Q be closed points of P 2 both of degree 4, such that P ⊔ Q lies in general position. Assume that the splitting field K of Q is a V 4 -or A 4 -extension of k which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.7. Then Bl P ⊔Q P 2 is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 3.9, by Lemma 3.11 we know that S contains no line, yet is a blow-up of a del Pezzo surface of degree 5 which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines. The result follows.
Remark 3.13. The construction given in Lemma 3.12 yields 26 out of the 8742 subgroups of W (E 8 ) which satisfy Proposition 3.1. Generically this yields surfaces with orbit type 3.10.3. A minimal counter-example. We now construct some minimal counterexamples using conic bundles. We consider conic bundles of the shape
where f, g ∈ k[t] and deg f = deg g = 4. This is a variant of the family considered in [BMS14, §5] . Given e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 , λ, a, b ∈ k * , we take f to be f (t) = (t − e 1 )(t − e 2 )(t − e 3 )(t − e 4 ), and also take
t
This has been defined so that it satisfies g(e 1 ) = 1, g(e 2 ) = a, g(e 3 ) = b, g(e 4 ) = ab.
With these choices, the fibre over t = e 1 is split. Contracting one of the lines in this fibre, a similar method to the proof of [BMS14, Prop. 5.3] shows that we obtain a surface with a natural compactification S which is a del Pezzo surface of degree 1 with a conic bundle structure, provided that the e i and λ are chosen sufficiently generally. This conic bundle has 7 singular fibres overk. By construction, three of these fibres occur over rational points, with splitting fields Thus we obtain the required counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
Remark 3.14. Generically, this construction leads to surfaces with orbit type whose Galois group is a solvable group of order 768, and all other surfaces obtained in this way have refinements of this orbit type.
This completes the proof of Theorem 1.4.
Distribution of counter-examples
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.3, together with an analogous result for del Pezzo surfaces. We begin by giving the set-up for our results.
4.1. The set-up. We work for now over Z, and construct a Hilbert scheme which parametrises del Pezzo surfaces of degree d. Define
So that any del Pezzo surface of degree d may be embedded anticanonically into X d . We define the scheme H d to be the Hilbert scheme over Z which parametrises those subschemes of X d which are anticanonically embedded del Pezzo surfaces of degree d. This exists by a general result of Grothendieck [FGA, Exposé 221, Thm. 3 .1], and commutes with arbitrary base extensions. Given a Z-scheme A, we denote by
the Hilbert scheme of anticanonically embedded del Pezzo surfaces of degree d over A. We study the basic properties of these schemes in the following lemma. We now consider the connected components. First suppose that d = 8, where we may assume that k is algebraically closed. Here there is a unique del Pezzo surface of degree d up to isomorphism. It follows that any two del Pezzo surfaces of degree d in P d are projectively equivalent, hence H d,k is a homogeneous space for PGL d+1 , and the result follows. When d = 8, there are exactly twokisomorphism classes of del Pezzo surfaces of degree 8, and each contains a surface defined over k. The result then follows from a similar argument to the above.
We denote the two connected components of H 8,k by H 1 8,k and H 2 8,k . We choose these such that H 1 8,k parametrises twists of P 1 × P 1 . Next, recall (see [Ser97a, §9] or [Ser08, §3] ) that given a variety X over k, a subset Ω ⊂ X(k) is said to be thin if it is a finite union of subsets which are either contained in a proper closed subvariety of X, or in some π(Y (k)) where π : Y → X is a generically finite dominant morphism of degree exceeding 1, with Y irreducible. Given a disjoint union of varieties X 1 ⊔ X 2 , we shall say that a subset Ω ⊂ (X 1 ⊔ X 2 )(k) is thin, if Ω ∩ X i (k) is thin for each i = 1, 2. We now consider the case where d = 2 or 1. Here, it suffices to prove the result when k =Q. However to do this, we may reduce to the case where k is an arbitrary number field. As ℓ d,k is proper, it suffices to show that there exists a single fibre which is irreducible, i.e. we need a del Pezzo surface S of degree d over k whose Hilbert scheme of lines L(S) is irreducible. This problem has been considered by numerous authors, and the relevant results already exist in the literature. When d = 1, the required result over Q is [VAZ09, Thm. 1.3], and moreover [VAZ09, Rem. 1.4] gives the result over any number field. When d = 2, the result over Q is [Ern94] . The method of [VAZ09] is based on the approach used in [Ern94] however, and a minor modification of the argument given at the end of [VAZ09, §6], which we do not reproduce here, yields the result over any number field. Both of these results can also be deduced from work of Shioda [Shi91] . This completes the proof.
Remark 4.5. Note that L 7 is not irreducible. Indeed, every del Pezzo surface of degree 7 has a distinguished line, thus the morphism L 7 → H 7 admits a section.
4.3. Proof of Theorem 4.2(a). We now assume that k is a number field. Here we begin with the following lemma. 
8,k is irreducible by Proposition 4.4, we see that the scheme P 1 8,k is also irreducible. Moreover, by Proposition 2.11, we know that the map P is finite étale of degree 2. Therefore the result follows on applying Hilbert's irreducibility theorem to the morphism P 
Proof of Theorem 4.2(b).
As explained in §3.3, there exists a del Pezzo surface S of degree 8 which is a twist of P 1 × P 1 and which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines. Choose an anticanonical embedding S ⊂ P 8 and identity S with an element of H 
Proof of Theorem 4.2(c).
We begin the proof with a lemma which says that, under suitable conditions, one may "approximate" a collection of points in P 2 over a finite field by a closed point whose residue field is a pre-specified number field.
Lemma 4.7. Let L/k be a finite field extension of degree r, with Galois closure K/k. Let P be a prime ideal of K which is completely split over k and let P 1 , . . . , P r ∈ P 2 (F P ). Then there exists a closed point P of P 2 k with residue field L such that P ≡ P 1 ⊔ · · · ⊔ P r mod P. Moreover, let P ′ be a closed point of P 2 of degree r ′ in general position and assume that r + r ′ ≤ 8. Then we may choose P such that P ⊔ P ′ lies in general position.
Note that in the statement of the lemma, we are viewing P as a collection of Galois invariant points of P 2 (K). In particular, the reduction of P modulo the prime ideal P is a well-defined collection of elements of P 2 (F P ).
Proof. For i = 1, . . . , r, let σ i : L → K denote the distinct embeddings of L into the field K. We are looking for an element Q ∈ P 2 (L) such that
for all i ∈ {1, . . . , r}.
Next let p i denote the distinct prime ideals of L which lie below the g i (P) and let Q i ∈ P 2 (F p i ) lie below the g i (P i ). We have reduced to finding a Q such that
However, the existence of such a Q is now implied by weak approximation for P 2 (see for example [Sko01, Thm. 5.1.2]), which implies that the map
is surjective. Moreover, simple topological considerations show that we may choose Q such that the general position criteria in the statement of the lemma is satisfied when r + r ′ ≤ 8. This completes the proof.
We now use this to obtain the following.
Lemma 4.8. Let d = 5, 3, 2 or 1. Then there exist infinitely prime ideals p of k with the following property: Let S ⊂ X d be a split anticanonically embedded del Pezzo surface of degree d over F p . Then there exists a smooth proper surface S ⊂ X d , defined over the localisation O k,p of O k at p, whose special fibre is equal to S, and whose generic fibre is an anticanonically embedded del Pezzo surface of degree d which is a counter-example to the Hasse principle for lines.
Proof. We first construct S as an abstract surface, then show how to embed it into X d . We do this in detail only in the case where d = 3; the other cases being handled in a similar manner. We work with the case of D 5 given in §3.8.3, using the construction of §3.8.2.
Choose a quintic extension K 2 of k, whose Galois closure K is a D 5 -extension of k which satisfies the conditions of Lemma 2.7. Let K 1 denote the unique quadratic subfield of K and let p be a prime ideal of k which is completely split in K and whose norm N(p) is sufficiently large. Finally, let S ⊂ X 3 be a split anticanonically embedded del Pezzo surface of degree 3 over F p . Blow-up an F p -point of S which does not lie on a line, to obtain a del Pezzo surface S ′ of degree 2 (such a point exists as N(p) is sufficiently large). Denote by L the exceptional curve of the blow-up. Choose pairwise skew lines
. . , L 7 , we obtain a morphism S ′ → P 2 together with F p -points P 1 , . . . , P 7 given by the images of L 1 , . . . , L 7 .
By Lemma 4.7, we may choose closed points P and Q of P 2 with residue fields K 1 and K 2 , respectively, such that P ⊔ Q lies in general position and such that P and Q reduce to P 1 ⊔ P 2 and P 3 ⊔ · · · ⊔ P 7 modulo p, respectively. Let S ′ denote the surface over O k,p given by the blow-up of P 2 in P and Q. Contracting the line of S ′ which reduces to L modulo p, we obtain a surface S whose special fibre is isomorphic to S. As explained in §3.8.3, the generic fibre of S is a counterexample to the Hasse principle for lines, as required. This works for any prime ideal p which is completely split in K and of sufficiently large norm, in particular, there are infinitely many such prime ideals by Chebotarev's density theorem.
When d = 5, 2 or 1, the results obtained in §3.6, §3.9 and §3.10 imply that we may obtain counter-examples to the Hasse principle for lines by blowing-up certain collections of closed points in P 2 with special residue fields. Applying a similar method to the above, we obtain the required surface S in these cases (in fact here it is even easier, since no contraction is required).
We now show that the embedding of S can be "lifted" to an embedding of S. To prove this, let π : S → Spec R be as constructed above, where R = O k,p . As R is affine, there is a natural isomorphism However by Lemma 4.8, we know that there are infinitely many prime ideals p of k such that
where H d (F p ) split denotes the collection of elements of H d (F p ) which correspond to split surfaces. Therefore to complete the proof of Theorem 4.2(c), it suffices to show the following.
Lemma 4.9. Let 1 ≤ d ≤ 7 and let q be a power of a sufficiently large prime. Then
Proof. By the definition of L d , we have
As ℓ d,Fq is finite étale by Lemma 4.3, it therefore suffices to show that 
Intersections of two quadrics
The aim of this section is to prove Theorem 1.5. We begin with some results on the geometry of intersections of two quadrics and pencils of quadrics. For background see [Rei72] or [Wit07, §3.3].
5.1. Geometry of intersections of two quadrics. Let n ≥ 0 be an integer and let k be a perfect field of characteristic not equal to 2. Let X be a smooth complete intersection of two quadrics over k in P 2n+2 . Denote by L(X) the Hilbert scheme of n-planes inside X, which is a finite scheme of degree 2 2n+2 . Note that when X is a del Pezzo surface, this agrees with the definition given in §2.2.2. For these facts, and more, see [Rei72] . The aim of this section is to construct the action of a certain group scheme R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 on X, where R K/k denotes the Weil restriction, whose induced action on L(X) is simply transitive (i.e. such that L(X) is a torsor under R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 ). We shall do this by using pencils of quadrics and descent. The constructions we shall use are generalisations of some of the constructions used in [Sko10] , where the author only considers the case of del Pezzo surfaces of degree 4. Suppose that X is defined by the equations Q 1 (x) = Q 2 (x) = 0 ⊂ P 2n+2 .
Consider the pencil of quadrics containing X, given as the subvariety λQ 1 (x) + µQ 2 (x) = 0 ⊂ P 1 × P 2n+2 .
To this we associate the discriminant det(λQ 1 + µQ 2 ) = 0 ⊂ P 1 , which parametrises the singular quadrics in the pencil. Note that here we abuse notation, and identify each Q i with the corresponding symmetric matrix. As X is smooth, the discriminant is a finite reduced closed subscheme of P 1 of degree 2n + 3 [Wit07, Prop. 3.26]. Let K denote the associated finite étale k-algebra.
In order to construct the associated group scheme, we first work overk. Each singular quadric in the pencil overk is a cone over a smooth quadric of dimension 2n, and moreover the singular point of the quadric does not lie on Xk [Wit07, Lem. 3.7]. Projecting away from the singular point, one realises Xk as a double cover of the associated smooth quadric. The deck transformation of this cover is then an involution defined on Xk. Considering the group generated by these involutions, we obtain an action of the group (Z/2Z) 2n+3 on Xk. All this data is Galois invariant, hence descends to k. We therefore obtain the action of a group scheme on X over k, which is easily seen to be isomorphic to R K/k (µ 2 ). This does not act faithfully on X, however the quotient R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 does act faithfully.
Proposition 5.1. Let X be a smooth 2n-dimensional complete intersection of two quadrics over k and let R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 be the associated group scheme, as constructed above. Then L(X) is a torsor under R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 .
Proof. To prove the result we may assume that k is algebraically closed. In which case, this is [Rei72, Thm. 3.8].
5.2. Proof of Theorem 1.5.
5.2.1. Tate-Shafarevich groups. We begin the proof by recalling some facts about Tate-Shafarevich groups of commutative group schemes. Let k be a number field and S a finite set of places of k. For a commutative group scheme G over k, denote by
the S-Tate-Shafarevich group of G. Here H 1 (k, G) classifies torsors of G up to isomorphism, with a torsor having the trivial class if and only if it has a rational point (see for example [Sko01, §2.1]). In particular, the non-trivial elements of Ш 1 S (k, G) classify those torsors of G which are locally soluble outside of S. When S = ∅, such torsors are exactly those which fail the Hasse principle. 5.2.2. Proof of Theorem 1.5. Given Proposition 5.1, in order to prove Theorem 1.5 it suffices to show the following.
Proposition 5.2. Let k be a number field and let S be a finite set of places of k. Let K be an étale k-algebra of odd degree. Then Ш S (k, R K/k (µ 2 )/µ 2 ) = 0.
